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Diode Laser-Driven Microthrusters:
A New Departure for Micropropulsion
Claude Phipps∗
Photonic Associates, Santa Fe, New Mexico 87505
and
James Luke†
University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106
We developed an entirely new type of orientation thruster for micro- and nanosatellites. The laser plasma
thruster is based on the recent commercial availability of diode lasers with sufficient brightness and 100% duty
cycle to produce a repetitively pulsed or continuous vapor or plasma jet on a surface in vacuum. A low-voltage
semiconductor switch can drive the laser. A lens focuses the laser diode output on the ablation target, producing
a miniature jet that provides the thrust. Single-impulse dynamic range is nearly five orders of magnitude, and the
minimum impulse bit is 1 nN/s in a 100-µs pulse. Even with diffraction-limited focusing optics, at least 0.5-W optical
power is needed to produce thrust from selected ablator materials. Thrust-to-power ratio Cm is 50 to 100 µN/W
and specific impulse Isp is 200–500 s with a 1-W laser, depending partially on the illumination mode. Transmission
and reflection (R) illumination modes are discussed. R mode gives about 50% better Isp and two times better Cm .
Improved results are anticipated from higher laser power in the reflection mode. The prototype engine we are
developing is intended to provide lifetime on-orbit steering for a 5-kg satellite, as well as reentering it from low
Earth orbit.
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area of output facet
beam brightness, Wm−2 sterrad−1
laser momentum coupling coefficient, N/W
diameter of pendulum fiber
diameter of laser spot on target
beam waist diameter (minimum laser spot diameter)
thrust, N
torsional pendulum force
calibrating pendulum force
torsion modulus of pendulum fiber
acceleration of gravity on Earth’s surface (9.8 m/s2 )
moment of inertia of torsion pendulum
specific impulse, s
polar moment of inertia of pendulum fiber
torsional spring constant
effective length of pendulum fiber
effective length of calibrating pendulum
initial ablatant mass
effective mass of torsion pendulum
incident laser power, W
impulse, N-s
laser energy required to ablate 1 kg
effective radius of torsion pendulum
exhaust velocity, m/s
incident laser pulse energy
displacement of torsion pendulum
displacement of calibrating pendulum
thermal penetration depth
ablated mass
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change in spacecraft velocity
torsional pendulum deflection
probe beam deflection
peak pendulum deflection, rad
ablation efficiency
thermal diffusivity, m2 /s
laser pulse duration, s
ablator lifetime
laser fluence, J/m2
laser fluence that produces maximum Cm
solid angle, sterradians
resonant frequency of torsion pendulum

Introduction: Need for a New Microthruster

T

HROUGHOUT most of the history of space propulsion, the
emphasis has been on producing rocket engines with ever larger
thrust. Now, with the advent of microsatellites (>10 kg), nanosatellites (1–10 kg), and even picosatellites (<1 kg) this trend is reversing
in one branch of motor development. Desirable features of such an
engine are thrust per axis 100 µN; less than 1-kg dry weight; size
of order 2 × 10 × 12 cm; specific impulse of order 500 s; singleimpulse dynamic range 10,000:1; continuous or impulsive thrust;
zero off-state power; low-voltage operation; no nozzle; and inexpensive fuel materials and components.
Recent developments in high-brightness diode lasers have been
dramatic. The focused intensity available with these devices suggests that a laser-diode-driven plasma jet is possible and represents
a way of achieving the preceding features. Figure 1 shows how the
engine would work in reflection (R) and transmission (T) mode.
We are developing a prototype engine with which we intend to
demonstrate the features just listed. We have demonstrated that all of
these features are individually feasible, and it is the purpose of this
paper to report the results of our research program. Features we have
demonstrated and report here include continuous operation, very
large single-impulse dynamic range, good Isp , and excellent thrustto-power ratio. We believe that the laser plasma thruster (LPT) will
prove an attractive alternative to the micropulsed plasma thruster.
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Laser Diode Capabilities
Recently, high-brightness diode lasers1 have become available
with optical power up to 4 W from a single 100 × 1 µm facet, electrical efficiency in excess of 50%, 100% duty cycle, and operating
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Table 1 Figure of merit for selecting target materials
is the ratio xth /ds of thermal diffusion distance during
100 µs to ds = 5 µm. The figure of merit is shown for
several materials22−24
Material

a) Reflection mode

b) Transmission mode
Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the LPT, contrasting R and T modes
of target illumination. R-mode advantages are improved Isp and Cm ,
whereas T-mode advantages are protection of optics from ablation
debris.

case temperature up to 95◦ C. Mean time between failures is100,000
h at 40◦ C (Osinski, J., private communication, SDL, Inc., San Jose,
CA, May 2001).
A diffraction-limited, 1-W flare-type single-transverse-mode
diode at 935-nm wavelength potentially achieves brightness B =
P/λ2 = 1 TWm−2 sterrad−1 . In practice, they can easily be focused
to 5-µm-diam spots with f /2 optics to produce 50-GW/m2 intensity
on target.
Even the less-bright multi-transverse-mode diodes with emitter
effective area A = 100 µm2 [100 µm long × one wavelength effective width] typically emit 80% of their output into Ä = 0.07 sterradians, giving B = 0.8P/(AÄ) ≈ 0.5 TW m−2 sterrad−1 for the 4-W
Model 6380-A device made by SDL, Inc. (Osinski, private communication). In practice, these can readily be focused with 0.65 NA
(numerical aperture) [less than f /1] optics to produce a 400–500µm2 spot, giving 10 GW/m2 on target. As we will show, these intensities are sufficient to form plasma on absorbing materials. Diodes
are constant-power (nonstorage) devices.

Plasma Formation with Diodes
Laser ablation2 is the process by which a laser heats a solid surface sufficiently to eject atoms from the surface. This process is
complex, covers a wide range of parameters and can involve “phase
explosion,”3 as well as vapor production and plasma formation in
the vapor immediately above the surface.
Laser impulse production by pulsed-laser-induced ablation in
vacuum is well understood.4,5 The maximum momentum per joule
of incident laser light is produced at a fluence 8opt , which is at
or just beyond the threshold for plasma formation, because plasma
inhibits coupling. Even with laser spot size ds as small as 5 µm,
impulse coupling efficiency Cm and the fluence 8opt at which it occurs are well-predicted. Apart from slowly varying factors related to
dimensionality of the expansion and the ratio of ds to thermal penetration depth during the pulse, estimates based on the large existing
literature for centimeter scale interactions will apply.
To estimate the fluence required to produce plasma jets on a surface, we surveyed the literature in which the fluence for optimum
coupling and plasma formation were reported. These are summarized in Fig. 2 (Refs. 5–21).
Figure 2 predicts that diodes with pulse durations at least 0.2–
1 ms will be able to produce plasma jets. However, for most
of these data thermal diffusivity κ could be ignored, i.e., the ratio of xth = (κτ )1/2 to laser spot diameter ds was ¿1, either because

PMMA
Polyvinylchloride
Silica
Nylon
Carbon phenolic
Tungsten carbide
Aluminum
Copper
Graphite

X th (100 µs)

X th /ds

1.1 µm
3.1 µm
9.2 µm
29
40 µm
50 µm
88
110 µm
130 µm

0.22
0.62
1.7
5.6
8.0
9.9
1.7
21
25

of large spots, short pulses, or both. Table 1 (Refs. 22–24) gives this
ratio for several materials and indicates that 2–20 times greater fluence than the Fig. 2 values will be required to compensate thermal
conductance with our very small spots and relatively long pulses
in highly conductive materials where the figure of merit x th /ds ≥ 1.
This is what we found.
For example, we were not able to produce a spark on aluminum.
With 1-W laser power in our research setup (0.66 W actually
delivered to the surface), it was necessary to use ablatants with
low thermal conductivity such as polyvinylchloride (PVC).

Laser Impulse Coupling Physics
The momentum coupling coefficient Cm is defined as the ratio
of target momentum m1v produced to incident laser pulse energy
W during the ejection of laser-ablated material (the photoablation
process). For continuous lasers it is the ratio of thrust F to incident
power P:
Cm = m1v/W = F/P

(1)

In the ablation process Q ∗ joules of laser light (the asterisk is customary notation: Q ∗ is not a complex number) are consumed to
ablate each gram of target material:
Q ∗ = W/1m

(2)

For the sake of discussion, we will consider a monoenergetic exhaust
stream with velocity v E . Momentum conservation requires
m1v = 1mv E

(3)

so that the product of Cm and Q ∗ is the effective exhaust velocity v E
of the laser rocket, independent of the efficiency with which laser
energy is absorbed. This can be seen by writing
Cm Q ∗ =

(N − s)(J)
(kg)(m)
=
= m/s
(J)(kg)
(kg)(s)

(4)

If, for example, a significant amount of the incident energy is absorbed as heat in the target substrate rather than producing material
ejection, Q ∗ will be higher, and Cm will be proportionately lower,
giving the same velocity in the end.
Although it is understood that real exhaust streams have velocity
distributions, we have shown25 that the monoenergetic stream approximation will not introduce large errors (hv 2 i/hvi2 ≈ 1.15) for
laser-produced plasmas, and the principal points we want to make
will be easier to understand using that assumption.
The specific impulse Isp is simply related to the velocity v E by
the acceleration of gravity:
Cm Q ∗ = v E = g Isp

(5)

Energy conservation prevents Cm and Q ∗ from being arbitrary. Increasing one decreases the other. Using Eqs. (1) and (2), energy conservation requires that several constant product relationships exist:

±

2ηAB = 1mv 2E W = Cm2 Q ∗ = gCm Isp = Cm v E

(6)
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Fig. 2 Fluence required to be incident on the target vs pulse duration for peak coupling and plasma formation from 46 data sets reported in the
literature for which peak coupling was recorded. The broad gray bar Φ = Aτ B with A = 2.38E4 and B = 0.45 represents the best fit to the data. Thermal
theory gives B = 0.50. Wavelengths for the data are indicated in the box in the lower-right-hand corner. The solid gray line is the fluence produced
by a 0.66-W, single-transverse-mode diode with 5-µm spot size. The dashed gray line is fluence produced by a 4-W multimode diode imaged to a
5 × 100 µm spot on target using fast aspheric optics. The indication is that either one can produce a plasma and achieve Φopt with pulses longer than
0.2–1 ms. The minority of experiments reported in the literature for which the peak momentum coupling fluence Φopt was measured or can be deduced
give the 46 data points shown. Representing lasers with wavelength from 248 nm to 10.6 µm and pulse durations 300 fs < τ < 1 ms acting on metals
and nonmetals, they follow a trend (the gray bar) to within an rms fit error of a factor of 3 at any given pulse duration. References corresponding to
the points are as follows: a, b, c, d: aluminum, copper, graphite, and lead, Ref. 6; e: bismuth, Ref. 7; f: aluminum, Ref. 8; g, h, O, P: aluminum, Ref. 9;
i, k, l, m: tantalum, titanium, PMMA, and aluminum (see Ref. 10, pp. 213–234); n: aluminum, Ref. 11; o: aluminum (see Ref. 10, pp. 211, 212); p, q,
r, s, t, u: beryllium, graphite, aluminum, zinc, silver, and tungsten, Ref. 12; w, x, A: aluminum, kevlar epoxy, and nylon, Ref. 5; y: kevlar epoxy (see
Ref. 10); z: copper, Ref. 13; B, C: cellulose acetate, Ref. 14; E, F: carbon phenolic and graphite, Ref. 15; G: titanium, Ref. 16; H: aluminum,
Ref. 17; I, J, K, L, M: titanium and grafoil, Ref. 18; Q: aluminum, Ref. 19; R: stainless steel, Ref. 20; S: aluminum, Ref. 21; and T, U: aluminum (see
Ref. 10, pp. 199–202).

In Eq. (6) we introduce the ablation efficiency parameter ηAB ≤ 1,
the efficiency with which laser energy W is converted into exhaust
kinetic energy. Choosing combinations of Cm and v E that exceed 2
violates physics because ηAB must be less than 1.
Because the maximum specific impulse of ordinary chemical
rockets is about 500 s, limited by the temperatures available in
chemical reactions, exit velocity v E > 5 km/s (Isp > 500 s) is accessible only by laser ablation or some other nonchemical process
such as ion drives.
Ablation efficiency can approach 100%, as direct measurements
with other types of lasers on cellulose nitrate in vacuum verify,5
but a value of 50% or even less is likely. The impact of ηAB < 1 is
that the Cm value deduced from a given v E might be less than the
maximum permitted by conservation of energy. Exit velocity v E is
the fundamental quantity.
Some of the factors that affect ablator lifetime are shown in
Eq. (7), where the final term emphasizes the crucial importance
of Isp :

is half the probe beam deflection (Fig. 5). The method for measuring θb is discussed in the section “Experimental Setup.” Torque M
defines the constant k:

τAB = |M/ṁ| = Mg Isp /F

M = FR = kθ

(9)

(7)

Torsion Balance

To measure impulses five orders of magnitude upward from nanoNewtons/second, we constructed a highly sensitive torsion pendulum (Figs. 3 and 4). Although this fact is not specifically relevant
to our measurement program, the sensitivity of the pendulum is illustrated by the fact that it readily responded to the pressure (not
ablation pressure) of 1 W of laser light.
Torsion Balance Operation

The pendulum deflection θ is evaluated by reflecting a probe laser
off a micromirror mounted to the center of the torsion mechanism
(Fig. 3), and pendulum rotation
θ = θb /2

(8)

In Eq. (7) M is the initial ablatant mass, and ṁ is the mass ablation rate. The vacuum coupling coefficient Cm is in the range
10–100 µN/W for many standard surface-absorbing materials.4

k = G J/L

(10)

1/L = 1/L 1 + 1/L 2

(11)

Experiments

J = π d 4 /32

(12)

Purpose

The purpose of our research program was to determine what materials give good Isp and suitable Cm for a microthruster when illuminated by focused laser diodes.

Equating kinetic and stored energy

±

±

W = kθ02 2 = p 2 /2m = I ω02 θ02 2

(13)
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Fig. 5 Force calibration was found to be much more accurate than
impact calibration.
Fig. 3 Two torsion balances were constructed from d = 78 µm fused
silica fiber to make coarse and fine measurements. These differed mainly
in the magnitude of the rotating mass. L1 ≈ L2 ≈ 10 cm. Either position
labeled m/2 is equivalent for mounting the target. For the light pendulum
the rotating effective mass was 17.3 mg (see Table 3). The fiber vise
is attached to a stepper motor and 200:1 gearbox, which rotates it in
300-µrad steps for precise positioning of the target. Target position is
maintained within ± 3 µm for weeks.

gives the resonant frequency
ω0 =

p

k/I

(14)

In the preceding
I = m R2

(15)

θ0 is pendulum peak deflection in response to impulse p. From
Eq. (13) the impulse response of the pendulum is
p
p
√
p/θ0 = km = G J m/L = (π Gm/32L)d 2
(16)
and the force response
F/θ = G J /L R = (π G/32L R)d 4

(17)

Torsion Balance Calibration

These relationships suggest four distinct ways of determining the
value of the product G J by calibration or direct calculation: From
Eq. (14) by observing the resonant frequency of the pendulum and
calculating the effective rotating mass,
(G J )1 = Lm R 2 ω02

(18)

or, by direct calculation based on tabulated material constants for
our 78-µm-diam fused silica fiber,
(G J )2 = π d 4 G/32 = 109.0

(19)

or, by applying a known force from a standard pendulum and observing the deflection θ ,
(G J )3 = FLR/θ

(20)

or, by applying a known impulse p via a collision with a standard
pendulum and observing the deflection amplitude,

±

(G J )4 = p 2 L mθ02

Fig. 4

Torsion pendulum under calibration.

(21)

Of these, method 3 gave by far the most precise result. Method
1 was difficult to do accurately but did provide a useful way to
account for varying response caused by small variations in target
mass that occur from test to test after calibration. Method 2 is not
a direct method. With method 4 accurately measuring the recoil
was difficult, and finding materials with the correct coefficient of
restitution for zero recoil of the test mass was more difficult. With
method 3 the measured variables were simple and static, giving a
measurement accuracy better than 5%.
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Table 2

Pendulum response parameters

Pendulum
Resonant frequency, Hz
Effective mass, mg
L1, m
L2, m
p/θ0 , µN-s/rad
F/θ, µN/rad
Resolution, pN-s
Capacity, µN-s

Light

Heavy

1.73
17.3
0.10
0.070
6.81 ± 4%
134 ± 4%
200
4.0 ± 4%

0.33
580
0.10
0.10
35.8 ± 4%
110.4 ± 4%
1000
20 ± 4%

Fig. 6

Illustrating parameters near focus.

To do the calibration, it was necessary to take account of the
fact that both pendula move when the test pendulum is advanced
a distance x via a micrometer stage. Because x was the measured
variable, it was never necessary to measure the angle 9. We have
x = x1 + x2

(22)

G J θ cos θ
G J x1
≈
LR
L R2
m eff gx2
F2 = m eff g tan 9 ≈
Lt
F1 =

µ

L R2
Lt
+
GJ
m eff g

GJ

¶

(23)
(24)

2R L x
θb

≈

(25)

The approximation in Eq. (23) was accounted for by using small
displacements. Friction hysteresis was accounted for by comparing
measurement series with x increasing vs x decreasing and eliminating displacements large enough to cause hysteresis outside the
desired measurement accuracy.
This simple method resulted in the calibration data shown Table 2.
The value for G J = (G J )3 obtained from the calibration agreed with
the calculated value (G J )2 to within 1%. Given an accurate value
for G J , what is ultimately desired, of course, is the momentum
coupling coefficient Cm :
Cm = ( p/θ0 )(θ0 /W )

Fig. 7 Ratio of time average to peak fluence for light and heavy pendula
vs pulsewidth, showing the effect of pendulum motion during the pulse
[see Eq. (30) of text].

where

(26)

where θb = 2θ0 and W are the measured quantities.
With the lightweight pendulum and to a much smaller extent with
the heavy one, target acceleration leads to substantial target motion
during the longer laser pulses. This leads to time-varying fluence,
a situation we want to avoid. It was important to be able to correct
data when this variation was slight, as well to indicate when it was
necessary to switch to the heavy pendulum to get a meaningful
measurement. Further, in about half the shots we deliberately chose
ds À d0 , say 100 µm instead of 5 µm, to obtain data for coupling
for a range of fluence as well to anticipate coupling with multimode
diodes. With so many variables we needed an analytical method of
determining the fluence variation during a pulse.
Taking
1
τ

Z

τ

dt8(t) =
0

d (t) =
2

d02

+

µp

ds2

with
d1 =

Z

4W L
πτ
−

d02

τ
0

z
+
f#

dt
d2 (t)

(27)

¶2

p

ds2 − d02

(28)

β=

ω0 θ0 R
,
2τ

γ = f # d0 ,
z=

α = f # d1

z̈t 2
,
2

z̈ =

ω0 θ0 R
τ

4W L f #2
πτ

Z

τ

=C
0

Z

τ
0

(29)

dt
( f # d1 + z)2 + ( f # d0 )2

dt
(α + βt 2 )2 + γ 2

C
∗
h8i =
4β 2 q 3 sinψ

½

ψ
sin
2

µ ¶
+ 2 cos
with

ψ
2

p

q =
2

µ ¶ ·

·
tan−1

α2 + γ 2
,
β

ln

t 2 + 2qt cos(ψ/2) + q 2
t 2 − 2qt cos(ψ/2) + q 2

t2 − q2
2qt sin(ψ/2)

¸¾¯τ
¯
¯
¯

¸

(31)

0

·

−1
9 = cos−1 p
1 + (γ /α)2

¸
(32)

Figure 7 shows how time-average fluence varies with pulse width
using Eq. (30) and experimental parameters. The bottom line is that
the heavy pendulum must be used for pulse energy W > 1 mJ (5-µm
spot) or W > 10 mJ (200-µm spot). Even with the heavy pendulum
and 200-µm focal spot size, results start losing their meaning because of varying spot size around 300 mJ. For this reason we have
no data for higher energy.
Experimental Setup

we have (please refer to Fig. 6)
h8i =

4W L f #2
,
πτ

The integral (30) is tabulated,26 and the result is

Time-Average Fluence

h8i =

C=

(30)

The diffraction-limited beam from an SDL, Inc., XC30 singlemode research laser was sent through a vacuum chamber window
and focused on the target using an axial gradient index lens (Lightpath Technologies, Inc.). This technology yields a relatively inexpensive simple-lens shape, which matches the optical performance
of an aspheric (Figs. 8 and 9).
Transition to the vacuum laser momentum coupling regime will
be essentially complete at 500 mtorr. That is, the residual gas will
make little difference to Cm or Isp at this pressure. We maintained
chamber pressure less than 0.3 mtorr.
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Fig. 8 Schematic of tabletop test setup. The window before the final
focusing lens is a vacuum window. Target illumination NA = 0.47 and
spot diameter ds = 5.2 µm full width at half-maximum (FWHM). The
Faraday isolator prevents backreflections from interfering with singlemode operation of the laser. Beam quality M2 = 1.5 is equivalent to a
beam brightness of 80% of the theoretical maximum. Pressure in the
chamber was typically 0.2 mtorr. No effort was made to attain high
vacuum conditions. Pressures less than a few mtorr are sufficient to
avoid interfering with plasma formation and expansion.

Fig. 10 Best fit to top 99% of intensity distribution gives spot diameter
ds = 5.2 µm ± 10% FWHM.

The minimum impulse we observed in any of our measurements
was 400 ± 200 pN-s. A typical measurement series covered 1–
15 µN-s.
The laser was usually operated at 50% of maximum output (1 W)
for long life and constant output. Attenuation through the Faraday
rotator, lenses, and windows gave 0.66 W incident on the target
with 1-W laser output. Figure 10 demonstrates that spot diameter
on target was 5 µm ± 10%.

Results

Fig. 9 Plan view of setup inside target chamber. Target position is
measured to within ± 3 µm using the video microscope. Spot size is
determined by analyzing the illumination distribution scattered from a
fixed planar target, which is substituted for the target. The videocam
views the chart through a bell jar, which sits on top of spool shown.
Precise axial motion of the beam waist (best focus) with respect to the
target was achieved with a 20:1 “leverage” by moving external lens L2
(see Fig. 8) on a translation stage.

Pendulum deflection was determined by reading the maximum
deflection θb of the probe beam reflected from the mirror at the
center of the pendulum onto a ruled chart attached to the inside
of the vacuum chamber. This reading was recorded by the video
camera/recorder indicated in Fig. 9, and the recordings analyzed
frame by frame for maximum deflection at the conclusion of an
experiment series. Because the chart was cylindrical in shape, no
additional error was associated with reading large vs small deflections. Resolution of the technique was 0.1 mm at 23.5-cm radius,
corresponding to 210 µrad of pendulum motion or, for the light pendulum, 1.45 nN/s. A few measurements were made using a 3.4-m
optical lever arm (and a chart located outside the chamber), enabling
about seven times higher resolution for very small deflections. These
gave the 200 pN-s minimum resolution figure given in Table 2.

A total of 106 single-pulse data sets were taken using the singlemode research laser on materials ranging from black PVC film to
black ink on paper, in both R and T illumination modes.
About half of these data were taken in R mode with the jet on the
same side of the target as the incident light. Other data are instead
taken in T mode, the laser beam passing through a transparent, highly
damage-resistant substrate film to blow off an absorbing coating on
the opposite side. This mode has two important features relative to
the R mode: 1) vapor blown off the target cannot cloud the focusing
optics and 2) the construction of the thruster itself is simplified.
Optics contamination was a minor problem in the approximately
2000 individual shots taken in our research program. However, for
the much longer exposure expected in the prototype thruster’s lifetime keeping the optics clear will require more effort. T-mode illumination is an effort to address this problem.
We mainly used polyethylterephthalate (PET) and KaptonTM
polyimide resin film, 100–125 µm thick, for T-mode measurements.
Black PVC film gave the best consistent results for Cm and Isp
of any ablatant we tested. Black polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA)
also gave good results but did so less consistently and was more
difficult to handle.
Figure 11 shows a typical range of target ablation spots in PVC
film. The majority of our single-pulse data was taken with PVC
films. Figures 12 and 13 show our R-mode PVC data for Cm and
Isp using 5-µm spot size. Figures 14 and 15 show T-mode PVC
data for both 5- and 100-µm spot size. Scatter is discussed in the
following section. Table 3 summarizes data for these and some additional materials. Perhaps most promising among these is the triazene
“designer polymer” being developed for us by polymer chemists at
the Paul Scherrer Institut.27

Measurement Errors
Standard errors in measuring Cm were ±10% and in measuring Isp ±25%. For Cm these come from the combined uncertainty of
measuring pulse energy and pendulum deflection and pendulum calibration error. The latter is ±4% (Table 2), and pendulum deflection
error in the range of data reproduced here is ±2%. The remainder of
the error is caused by uncertainties in the laser calorimeter response.
For Isp , determined from the product Cm Q ∗ , measurement uncertainties are those of Cm augmented by the larger uncertainties
inherent in our measurement of excavated mass leading to Q ∗ .
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Fig. 12 Combined data from several measurement series showing coupling coefficient for black PVC film, R-mode, 5-µm-diam laser spot.

Fig. 13 Combined data from several experiments showing specific impulse, black PVC film, R mode, 5-µm illumination spot.

Fig. 11 Photomicrographs of single-pulse target burn spots taken
while focusing the multimode diode laser range from 425 × 170 µm
(top) to 390 × 125 µm (bottom), with best focus at center producing a
100 × 25 µm ablation spot. The illumination distribution that produced
this spot (image of diode output facet) is estimated to be 100 × 5 µm.
High-divergence (“fast”) axis of laser is oriented horizontally. Absorbing film was 20 µm thick; substrate was 100 µm PET.

In all of the single-pulse measurements, ablated mass was on the
order of nanograms, and so it was impossible to determine it by
weighing the targets. Instead, it was necessary to determine Q ∗ by
direct microscopic measurement of the excavated volume. Though
we avoided assigning Q ∗ values when the character of the target
ablation did not involve clean craters, some uncertainty in the results
derives from qualitiative judgment factors. This source of error will
be eliminated when long-term continuous operational data from the
prototype are available.

Discussion
Coupling coefficients measured on a planar surface, which is
much larger than the illumination spot, will be enhanced (relative to

Fig. 14 Coupling coefficient and specific impulse measured with single pulses from the single-mode research laser focused to 5-µm spot
diameter, on PVC/acetate target in T mode.

comparable literature values) by a large contribution from the initial
blast wave as it spreads across this surface. Comparable standard
data for carbon-bearing materials18 give Cm = 45 µN/W, about 40%
of what we see.
Scatter in the Cm and Isp data is not accounted for by the error bars
associated with the measurement techniques. Scatter was observed
to be larger with data taken at 5 µm than with 100–200-µm laser
spot diameter. We believe the scatter is partly caused by spot-to-spot
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Table 3

Single-pulse data summary

Ablatant (substrate) [data series]

Mode

ds , µm

Peak of
best-fit
Cm , µN/W

Peak of
best-fit
Isp , s

PVC [37, 41, 44, 46, 16∗ ]
Printer’s ink (paper) [4, 12, 30]
PVC (PET) [46∗ ]
Scherrer triazene polymer
(PET)[23∗ , 24∗ ]
PVC (PET) [44∗ ]

R
R
T

5
5
100

120
32
65

650
200
300

T
T

5
5

50
45

200
500

Fig. 17 Continuous track formed with the multimode laser at 0.4-W
laser power is 250 µm wide. Target speed was 2.8 mm/s. Picture is of
exit surface, front lit.

is heated first at the interface and rapidly blown off. It needs to be
thin—not much thicker than one absorption depth; otherwise, most
of the ejecta will not be heated, and Isp will be low, even though
Cm remains high. In contrast, in the reflection mode the absorbing
surface can be arbitrarily thick and still achieve the same Isp as the
laser burns slowly through at the surface recession velocity of a few
centimeter per second.

Prototype

Fig. 15 Coupling coefficient and specific impulse measured with single
pulses from the single-mode research laser on PVC/acetate target in
T mode. Here, 100-µm spot diameter was used (compare Fig. 14). As
expected, Isp does not reach as large a maximum value.

Fig. 16

LPT test assembly prior to insertion in vacuum chamber.

variations of the ablatant physical and chemical properties over a
5-µm scale, including granularity effects in the carbon doping material employed to achieve absorbance. These effects will always
be more pronounced near ignition threshold (low fluence) than at
maximum fluence in any set of data. More weight should be given
to the high-fluence than the low-fluence data in any set.
R mode showed more scatter than T-mode data. We believe that
interference of the ejecta with the incident beam might have been responsible. Target granularity is also an important contributing factor
to data scatter in both modes.
The trend with R-mode data is for increased Cm with increased
fluence, opposite to the trend with T-mode data. The main reason for
this is that in R mode the available ablatant was infinite, practically
speaking, whereas in T mode a fixed coating thickness was available
for coupling to the laser beam. After the material is burned, further
increases in fluence can only lead to lower Cm .
Table 3 shows that Cm is reduced by about a factor of two in
T mode, but Isp stays relatively high. One significant difference
for this mode is that its performance is optimized for a relatively
narrow pulse duration range. This is because the absorbing surface

We have mostly finished the impulse data, have selected a preliminary target material, and have done short continuous burns. The next
step is development of a continuous thrust experiment, including a
continuous loop tape drive, thrust stand, etc., followed by design
and testing of a finished prototype configuration. Figure 16 shows
construction details, and Fig. 17 shows a track obtained with the
continuous thrust setup.

Conclusions
We demonstrated the feasibility of the laser microthruster concept. Impulse bits as small as 0.4 nN/s (40 µdyn-s) were measured
during a 60-µs pulse. Maximum impulse with our 1-W laser during
a 0.3-s pulse was 20 µN-s. The range between these extremes is
nearly five orders of magnitude.
We measured specific impulse as large as 1000 s, 500 s being
typical for pulses longer than 50 ms. Coupling coefficients were as
large as 210 µN/W, 120 being typical. Exhaust velocity (determined
from the product of Cm and Q ∗ ) ranged up to 5 km/s.
We routinely created 5-µm laser spots on targets with low-spotsize jitter. We found spot sizes up to 200 µm useful to maximize
coupling efficiency by avoiding target burnthrough for longer pulses,
as well as to provide more spacially uniform target illumination. To
measure such small impulses accurately, we created and accurately
calibrated a highly sensitive microbalance. We have obtained a continuous track on our PVC ablatant in transmission mode using a
2-W multimode laser.

Appendix: Further Work
The largest continuous power available today from a highbrightness, single-facet diode laser is 4 W (SDLI 6380-A). At
3-mm/s target translation speed a 5 × 100 µm image of this facet
will offer an exposure time of 8.3 ms at a fluence of 65 MJ/m2 . From
Fig. 2 this fluence is more than adequate for plasma formation. However, our codes predict that this fluence cannot achieve the ultimate
potential of this technique as regards specific impulse. Passively
Q-switched, repetitively pulsed, diode-pumped solid-state lasers
that weigh only 15 g are now available in the 1-W average power
range (Dunton, E., private communication, Litton-Airtron Corp.,
Los Angeles, June 2001). Nanosecond-duration pulses give 50-kW
peak power, allowing us to access all materials and create temperatures high enough for very large Isp (8000 s have been measured
with nanosecond-duration laser pulses5 ).
Diode-pumped, glass fiber lasers offer an interesting alternative
for achieving higher CW power with adequate brightness and small
mass penalty.
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We continue to explore R-mode illumination. The most encouraging results in the literature13 for forward-peaked ablation plumes
have given a polar distribution ∝ cos10 θ . We intend to measure the
ablation polar distribution. We are planning experiments with a new
optical design, which we believe can utilize this polar distribution
without becoming contaminated during thruster lifetime.
We also continue to explore specially designed polymers for
T-mode or R-mode operation. We believe these have tremendous
potential for improving LPT performance.
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